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This document covers detailed instructions for re-producing the experiments described in the Technical 

paper. This paper assumes that the reader has some familiarity with WEKA.  

 

A. Load Data 

The first step is to prepare the input data for the model from the data vectors provided on Appendix-1. (This 

is the data that is derived from the raw data collected as part of the experiment. Please see the included excel 

file more information).  Copy the CSV (Comma-Separated Values) data from Appendix-1 to a text file – call 

this “data.csv” 

Open Weka. It gives following welcome screen.  

 
 

Click on “Simple CLI” button. This opens a Command Line Interface (CLI).  
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Enter the following command on the bottom text input box and click “enter”. 

$ java weka.core.converters.CSVLoader data.csv > data.arff 

 

This will create a file called “data.arff” in the current directory. 

 

Close the command-line interface and go back to the welcome screen. Now, click on Explorer to open the 

main user interface screen shown in Figure-2. Click the button “Open file”, browse and select the file called 

“data.arff”.  

 
 

At this point, 15 attributes listed Figure-3 will be loaded into the screen. In order to do the fir 

 
Regarding the suffixes on attribute names – “avg” stands for Average, “var” stands for Variance, “gvty” 

stands for Gravity acceleration and “lnr” stands for Linear acceleration. 
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B. Experiment-1 

For the first experiment, we don’t need the variances, gravity, linear acceleration measurements. Hence, 

select these attributes and click “Remove”. This leaves us with following attributes. 

 
Fig. 4 – Attributes for experiment-1. 

 

In order to evaluate the relevance of each of these attributes with respect to predicting the user instance an 

Attribute Evaluator is used. Click on “Select Attributes” on the top bar of Weka explorer interface. This 

opens following screen. 

 
Fig. 5 – Attribute Selection. 

 

Click on “Choose” for the Attribute Evaluator algorithm.  Following algorithms shows up.  
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Select ChiSquaredAttributeEval and click “Yes” on the following prompt. 

 

 
 

Make sure that “User” attribute is pre-populated for the instance class as shown below. Also “Use full training 

set” 
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Now, click on the “Start” button. As shown in the screenshot below, algorithm selected all the attributes with 

Z_avg having highest significance and Session_Id having lowest significance. 

 
 

 

It is time now time to run the classifier algorithm. Click on “Classify” from the top bar on the Explorer 

window. 
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Choose MultilayerPerceptron algorithm as shown below. 

 

 
 

Change Cross-validation count to 35.  Make sure that User is selected as the target for classification, as shown 

below.  

 

 
 

Click on “Start”. 

 

This will execute the classifier and produce the results as shown below. For the first run, all attributes that 

are part of the feature set for the first experiment is included. It can be observed that the model has a 

performance of 77.14% 
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To find the smallest feature set that gives the best performance, remove the least significant attribute, which 

in this case is the session_Id. This can be done on the Preprocess screen as described earlier. Re-run the 

classifier to get following results. 
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There is no change in the number of correctly classified instances or Kappa statistics. However, there is an 

improvement in the error metrics.  Continue this process by removing the next least significant attribute as 

determined by the Chi-squared Attribute Evaluator. In this case, it is the “Ear_Used” attribute. Remove this 

attribute on the Preprocess screen to get following results. Interestingly the results have improved.  

 

 
 

Continue the process by removing the next least significant attribute. In this experiment, it is the Y_avg. As 

shown below, the performance deteriorated by removing Y_avg.  
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Hence we established the feature set for this experiment as following attributes 

 
The model gives a performance 80% with the kappa statistics of 0.7667. 

This concludes Experiment-1. 

 

C. Experiment-2 

In order to start Experiment-2, go back to the main screen by clicking on the “Preprocess” button from the 

top bar. Click multiple-times the “Undo” button from the top of this screen until all the attributes in the 

dataset is restored. 

 

For this experiment, averages and variances are needed. Hence other attributes (gravity and linear 

acceleration) are removed. We are left with the following attributes for this experiment. 

 
Continue all the steps described for Experiment-1 to evaluate the attributes and to eliminate the least 

significant attributes to come up with the smallest set of attributes that provides the best performance. 

Following screen shows the final results. 
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Experiment-2 didn’t classify any more instances correctly. However, there is improvement in error metrics 

for experiment-2. 

Experiment-2 determined following attributes as the feature set. 

 
 

D. Experiment-3 

For Experiment-3, remove all except following attributes. 

 
 

Execute the steps as described earlier. The results are shown below. 
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It shows 82.85% success in correctly classifying the instances. So, it seems that phone picking-up model is 

out-performs the phone on-ear model. 

Following attributes are selected as part of the feature set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Experiment-4 

This is the combined experiment. All attributes are considered for this experiment.  

 
 

The result screenshot is given below.  It can be observed that the combined experiment has the best 

performance. It correctly classified 32 of the 35 instances with an impressive performance of 91.42% 
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The final feature set selected by this experiment is following 
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Appendix-1 

 
Session_Id,Ear_Used,X_avg,Y_avg,Z_avg,X_var,Y_var,Z_var,X_gvty,Y_gvty,Z_gvty,X_lnr,Y_lnr,Z_lnr,User 

1,Left,9.056537849,3.046587419,-9.032325914,0.02547842,0.154461689,0.087670055,1.172640888,3.36456359,-

2.521756028,0.859199169,0.479519495,-0.954512258,ak 

2,Left,7.507318261,6.116346522,-10.08461804,0.042170627,0.054678724,0.135506198,2.740463516,4.209667756,-

4.356467601,0.550914817,0.437837058,-0.699799065,ak 

3,Left,8.473187808,4.446533288,-9.204585342,0.059134983,0.168287295,0.15202802,2.202054752,4.346134318,-

4.461151199,0.819552353,0.504126734,-0.939984328,ak 

4,Left,8.412933913,4.192774493,-8.727792029,0.679830573,0.373461469,0.800506625,2.545155006,4.460625956,-

4.015190988,0.430348818,0.282872426,-0.406697689,ak 

5,Left,8.928456935,3.569523548,-9.860944355,0.031610788,0.142805838,0.082602028,1.701623794,4.403627187,-

4.469148757,0.867954924,0.41368666,-0.997103808,ak 

1,Left,7.706783824,3.265396912,-14.94405912,0.0101601,0.080060963,0.095263121,1.594950867,2.703772842,-

4.235427217,0.953418166,0.462415223,-1.696175041,bp 

2,Left,7.610081163,4.106977209,-14.41386744,0.027942384,0.03465143,0.084296661,0.804080512,2.034054947,-

4.696409524,1.319891988,0.606394053,-2.522978476,bp 

3,Left,7.175241262,3.883776893,-15.34820816,0.02680718,0.075530662,0.07664057,-0.433740328,2.234658638,-

2.869849791,0.554077947,0.311451124,-1.347243781,bp 

4,Left,6.3991325,4.35052875,-16.01516875,0.009086804,0.020043185,0.005553405,0.052235624,3.133610101,-

3.453058211,1.10161614,0.633358134,-2.817392965,bp 

5,Left,6.949378615,4.370564923,-15.26501031,0.020072566,0.120159343,0.021385171,-1.01336419,2.569752694,-

2.06556826,0.745876798,0.53186035,-1.916555218,bp 

1,Right,-7.480597292,6.461450208,-8.854152083,0.169816168,0.223939538,0.962510066,-

3.969140662,1.645942455,-2.579305852,-0.393797845,0.278947097,-0.51311773,hn 

2,Right,-7.297742424,6.796263636,-9.11071,0.072427978,0.096569075,0.080257752,-2.218185751,1.463333532,-

1.595659168,-0.412902779,0.331811468,-0.529208038,hn 

3,Right,-8.373157742,5.52905129,-10.20183419,0.03817018,0.072970032,0.016224959,-2.610758259,1.804248434,-

2.654915909,-0.451937297,0.287049621,-0.559432286,hn 

4,Right,-7.518625263,6.581271053,-10.22265526,0.032927698,0.070339659,0.038722164,-

1.291383242,1.356938681,-1.03920055,-0.556917213,0.467240409,-0.804894905,hn 

5,Right,-7.042868333,7.09009,-9.569958,0.036486806,0.060939298,0.034586538,-0.211505169,1.889721772,-

1.478943355,-0.366818164,0.306185536,-0.468871517,hn 

1,Right,-7.268972,6.1777058,-13.3381926,0.009933516,0.011230203,0.008219902,-1.365514847,3.878219383,-

3.020253959,-0.685009859,0.724467382,-1.411471041,mm 

2,Right,-6.804647234,7.072505957,-12.22832553,0.128400527,0.050424151,0.100659907,-

1.135824215,3.634175212,-3.759048791,-0.391828862,0.592866134,-0.85371967,mm 

3,Left,3.581553514,9.094844324,-10.39067486,0.010680215,0.004266765,0.015516165,0.871268442,4.961844737,-

4.520015342,0.489468911,0.92018144,-1.112797893,mm 

4,Left,3.452518654,9.161354231,-10.00142692,0.081923359,0.021823047,0.018466866,0.974588056,4.793900442,-

4.558007348,0.44678223,0.933635272,-1.103498652,mm 

5,Left,6.407872,7.165566,-11.3692272,0.030856165,0.020385308,0.106313087,1.425358454,2.833869513,-

2.82636317,0.379870695,0.5580107,-0.929651511,mm 

1,Left,7.59615475,5.955987,-10.49957225,0.007142358,0.016392314,0.011974708,-0.474348208,2.476094548,-

4.022315542,0.405332602,0.374764695,-0.619344155,nk 

2,Left,6.774628409,6.961784545,-10.21663023,0.010667543,0.012253431,0.00706802,0.711238018,3.047231887,-

2.391190043,0.654108345,0.84402781,-1.082355109,nk 

3,Left,6.946179767,6.754436047,-9.774382326,0.005893033,0.010516512,0.009850164,0.042259055,2.492206979,-

1.948531402,0.481818604,0.543471957,-0.756366896,nk 

4,Left,6.301600833,7.382506389,-10.24321556,0.014391034,0.016373695,0.018961433,0.506701306,2.742232888,-

2.397489598,0.564537378,0.72006027,-0.988032244,nk 

5,Left,7.40065381,6.21030119,-10.1143419,0.016254053,0.031472305,0.155194212,0.734305877,3.310942233,-

3.079331989,0.428507873,0.378015579,-0.611188636,nk 

1,Left,6.491144225,6.542060423,-13.21376394,0.003888678,0.003087584,0.013570977,-0.369162438,2.235326163,-

3.789945047,0.871746074,1.015432019,-2.025099953,rk 

2,Left,5.862917396,6.899845,-13.69950625,0.008902993,0.004188594,0.024822496,0.420316564,3.648831635,-

4.663747137,0.631028992,0.771263087,-1.455481196,rk 

3,Left,6.742076083,6.034628583,-13.61420383,0.005893843,0.004953753,0.006383287,1.730735079,3.408806147,-

4.574181184,1.068658834,1.01952081,-2.073725338,rk 

4,Left,4.153013109,8.076352437,-13.83134689,0.014559175,0.011144591,0.01048769,-0.203777686,4.44864397,-

5.29107416,0.49845402,1.025286697,-1.74277684,rk 

5,Left,4.867080235,7.605483529,-13.87177,0.007365455,0.004600894,0.010183287,-0.928743714,3.999393839,-

3.009613162,0.632852285,0.953652232,-1.730051838,rk 

1,Left,7.140342464,6.340825217,-11.66491478,0.033185842,0.027207418,0.061464528,1.838366621,3.293463694,-

4.38063321,0.401168302,0.375843537,-0.726358174,rm 

2,Left,7.06452075,6.5960455,-10.6109755,0.009908372,0.011332831,0.012257452,1.28142701,3.355421197,-

4.348700915,0.461010404,0.429241561,-0.739421844,rm 

3,Left,6.425554219,7.238611563,-10.59032469,0.030286162,0.020221086,0.023354216,1.579538558,3.390198257,-

2.978890056,0.545876214,0.64741538,-0.961949489,rm 

4,Left,6.948571458,6.521287292,-11.85731208,0.035277518,0.039154367,0.126366475,2.924024623,3.990038186,-

3.843398438,0.792790083,0.732610638,-1.19744568,rm 
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5,Left,6.187008,7.418367429,-10.91502343,0.015907267,0.018995552,0.056290951,1.81672753,3.948475753,-

3.066781225,0.601230163,0.756787324,-0.995695698,rm 

 

 
                                                           


